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Collection of marketing informationand setting 

criteria for product market analysis

from defining and studying consumer
behaviortarget group It can be seen that consumers
are considered the most important thing inMarketing
planning designed to meet Consumer needs need to
study about the ingredients. Marketing to bring
maximum satisfaction to the markettarget and must
be adjusted to match the target market
conditions.changing and competitive conditions in
the market to createGain an advantage over
competitors by marketing mix ( 4P )together.





( Product )

The product is an important factor in the marketing mix.
But in addition to the product itself, manufacturers must also
consider price strategies.sales strategy advertising strategy and
distribution strategyMost of the products on the market can
always be improved.Products can be done in terms of quality,
style, performance. and reduce production costs.

New product development is inevitable for manufacturers,
even if theThe products available in the market will sell well and
be popular. due to the number of competitionsrapid increase That
means competing for market share.But in the development of
new products, there is a high risk as well.Therefore, the
manufacturer must study the product development thoroughly
beforewill market it to the market.





( Price )
in the number of components of the marketing mix 

Price is a component that has caught the attention of 
economists. The pricing can be divided as follow;

- Pricing to focus on making profits such as the rate of 
return on sales or investment.

- Sales-focused pricing to increase sales value or 
increase market share.

- Pricing to stabilize the market It is a price setting 
according to the market or important competitors.

- Pricing to emphasize product standpoint such as 
product quality standpoint or the image of the product.





( Place )
Distribution Channel Management is making

consumersThe goal is to be able to access the
products as consumers want. Start by analyzing the
behavior of target customers that there areHow much
where are you? How do you have behavior when
choosing to buy products?such as how often to buy
Buy in any type of store Popular to buy on any day
and timeIncluding how to pay for purchases Product
Featuresand the difficulty of how to use the product
will be a type specificationof distribution channels





( Promotion )
effective product promotion It's communication

with customers.The target audience is aware of the
products they want to offer. Recognize the quality of
the productEventually arouse interest in purchasing the
product. Ingredients for purchasing the
productcontains advertising personal sale promotion
and public relationsdue to product differences product
standpoint product life cycleand product promotion
policy which will have to find new marketing
communication channelsthat effectively reach the
target consumers using low cost but high efficiencyand
allow buyers to choose and buy products most
conveniently.



( Promotion )
Marketing Mix Development
is to analyze the various
components thatHow to mix
it to suit the target market
like what productWhat
methods are used to
promote the product? how
to distribute and what the
price should beTo promote
products that will best reach
the target market. and
scheduling the most suitable
time.





SWOT Analysis
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Strength :

Strengths are internal factors related to a business.
beneficialor difference to the product, product, service
large companies mayThere is a strong point is the level
of capital. Smaller companies may be fast.Flexibility to
respond to customer needs in a manner that the
companybig size can't do.

For example Strengths such as good location,

flexibility, skilled staff.in high performance, the
characteristics of which are specific forms of the
product, etc.
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Weaknesses :

Weakness is another internal factor related to
the business.which is often the opposite of
strengths

For example, High cost , bad location ,There
are many competitors in the same style,
financial is not strong, knowledge and
skillslimited etc.
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Opportunity :

Opportunity is a physical factor that affects
the business in any way.One way, these factors
can come from a number of sources: customers,
competitors, government requirements, etc.

For example, competition is mild, competitors 
go out of business.or moving areas, expanding 
markets, using new and better raw materials, 
etc.
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Threat :

Obstacles are the opposite of
opportunities. is something thereAs a
result, the sale of goods or services is not
smooth.

For example, Intense competition , 
competitors offer special offers or discounts 
,raw material prices, etc.
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